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Hi everyone,                                                                                                                                                     

Wow! Wow! Wow!..... what a great National Meeting and after TouR. 

The Tassie committee really excelled themselves producing such 

wonderful venues and letting us see the beauties of the wonderful 

southern state. Thank you John and Pauline Kay, David Pearce and 

John and Leonie Johnson. The Saturday Display really showcased our 

well presented cars along side the beautiful waters of the Tamar River. 

We used the revised judging format and the changes allowed for not 

only original cars to be shown off to their best but slightly modified cars 

to reap the rewards for cars in the new Murn-Mitchell Trophy for Excellence in Presentation. 

Congratulations to all the winners and placegetters in all the classes including Noel Schmidt for 

Originality Class, Keith Brown for Excellence in Presentation, Peter Cotter Road Class, Chris 

Olson Derivative Class and Stephen Rochester Competition Class. You can see a full list of 

winners, including photos, on the web- thanks again to our webmaster Rick for your expertise 

and humour.                                                                                                                                            

I would also like to congratulate this year’s induction of new Life members, Bruce Hoskins, Tony 

Knowlson and David Pearce.  All our members really appreciate all the hard work for so many 

years in their varying capacities on the committee or as state coordinators.                                       

Congratulations  also to John and Pauline Kay as Club Persons of the year who put in so much 

work for both the National meeting and the longest After Tour we have ever run. They really 

represent the volunteer spirit on which our Register is built. I would also like to thank all the 

members who contributed to raising funds for the charity, MND Australia Research. It is a cause 

very close to our hearts with the loss of David Pearce’s dear wife Jean who so recently passed 

away from this terrible disease. We raised nearly $1400 and next year we will choose another 

worthwhile charity to see if we can make a difference.                                                                                                                            

There were so many highlights of the Tassie Tour, but the high standard of accommodation and 

the associated boat adventures, including organising the whales for us, was just fabulous. Again, 

presenting our cars in a beautiful display on the lawn in front of Parliament House along side the 

wonderful Salamanca Markets gave a huge number of very friendly Tasmanians the opportunity 

to see our cars and for us chat to passers-by. The long tour also became a bit of a challenge for 

some of our cars. TR2 members saw first hand the need of our British fore-fathers to change 

from the differential of Locheed to Mr Girling’s version in the later cars, with 3 broken axles. Mr 

Lucas also produced a number of distributor issues but it wasn’t all plain sailing for those 

incorporating modern items such as failed electronic fuel pump or regulator. We were all very 

lucky that mishaps happened at low speed such a front wheel departure and we all headed home 

safely after such a wonderful experience. I think that to top it off, the really warm relationships we 

build at these events are friendships that will last our lifetimes, all thanks to our little cars (which 

will all need a bit of attention after such a big Trip).                                                                                                           

Christmas is nearly upon us and I am sure we are all looking forward to gathering with friends 

and families to celebrate. I hope you enjoy the Register get-togethers in your respective states. 

Members in Sydney, NSW and any interstate members are all welcome at our place on the 3
rd

 

December. Just let John McCormack know to assist with catering. 

BesT Regards,                                                                                                                                                       

Russell Holliday, President 

President’s report 



Originality Class  

1st Place and best TR3 
and the Laurie Cousin Trophy 
Noel & Cindy Schmidt - SA 

2nd Place and Best TR3 
and the White-Walker Trophy 
John & Leonie Johnson - VIC 
  
3rd Place and Best TR2 
Chris Wisbey TR2 - TAS 
 
Excellence in Presentation 
1st Keith Brown TR3A - VIC 
and the Murn Mitchell Trophy 
 
2nd Lewis Gray TR3 - QLD 
 
3rd Gary Waite TR3A - VIC 
 
 Editors Award 
David Pearce - TAS 
 
Moss Award. 
 Keith & Judy Brown - VIC 
 

Life Members  
David Pearce (TAS)Τ  
Bruce Hoskins (NSW) ϧ  
Tony Knowlson (VIC)  

WƻǎŜŦ /ƘǊƻƳȅ ±ƛƴŜȅŀǊŘς Ǉƻǎǘ bŀǝƻƴŀƭ aŜŜǝƴƎ [ǳƴŎƘ 

Road Class 
1st Peter Cotter TR3B - VIC 
and the Boyce Beeton Trophy 
2nd Jim Allen TR3 - NSW 
3rd Jack Gault TR3A - ACT 
 
Rookie of the Year Award 
David & Jenny Ferguson - VIC  
 

Restoration Award  
Winston & Marilyn Quaile  
 
Encouragement Award 
 Ian & Sue McLiesh - QLD 
 
Peopleôs Choice 
Ivan & Elizabeth Powell  - SA 
 
Derivative Class 
Chris Olson - NSW 
 
Competition Class 
Stephen Rochester. - TAS 
Awarded the Harry Firth trophy  
 
 
Clubpersons of The Year. 
John & Pauline Kay. - TAS 

Awards 2017 



TR Issues  

Tasmania Concours and After Tour 

Rob Allan....new battery and coil and condenser 

John McCormack.......intermittent misfiring 

John Johnson....lost overdrive / windscreen wiper issue/wheel 

nut failure. x2 white wall failure 

Ian McLeish.........water pump 

John Kay.......problem with thermo electric fan/ perforated muf-

fler 

Noel Schmidt.....leaking fuel pump/ windscreen wiper cable 

nut loose 

David Pearce.......clutch/ gear box failure 

Stuart West.......minor windscreen wiper malfunction 

David Ferguson.....flat tyre/ wipers adjustment/ignition failure/master cylinder problems/

loose shockers 

Ian Wall.........boiling coil and cracked distributor cap 

Ian Cuss.......loose shocker/ stones in brakes 

Bob Fast.......loose shock absorber/ broken rear half shaft 

Tony Xerri.......tyre tube x2 / damage to left hand panel 

Gary Waite......stone chip 

Chris Copeland..........blown tyre 

Lewis Gray.......lost exhaust system/ flat tyre 

Peter Standen......lost muffler strap 

Ivan Powell......coil and fuel pump died 

Chris Olson.........continuous horn blowing 

Warren Evans.......amp meter problems/ body damage by other car while stationary 

Terry Hicks.......handbrake failure x2. Failed parking light bulb. 

David List......electric fault just after leaving home/power booster brake diaphragm failed 

Bob Adams......clutch adjustment 

Howard Sullivan......broken rear axle 

Ross Whitehead.......broken rear axle 

Gavin Rea.....alternator problems / loose bolts on the front end. Lost left rear blinker glass 

& chrome ring. 

Denise McGuire......came away without her T...key had to borrow one. 

Pauline Kay 

There is 1 x  logo patch from the Tassie Concours available for purchase  
$11 Post Included.                                  Contact Leonie Johnson 

Cover  photos:  Pauline and John kay 

Parliament Lawn Hobart

Devil’s Corner Winery Lookout 

Joseph Chromy Winery Lawn 



Noel Schmidt looks on horrified as  

petrol floods from his fuel pump at  

St Helens 

(Photo: Pauline and John Kay) 

Special delivery at  

Strahan for John  

Johnson 

(Photo: Pauline and 

John Kay) 

 

Kaye and Ross Whitehead after just  pulling into 

Wynyard  (Photo: Pauline and John Kay) 

Two bag ladies! 

Sue Clarke and  

Carroll  Prior  

feeling the chill in 

Launceston 

(Photo: Terry Hicks) 



Editor’s Report 

  Back from a wonderful time in Tasmania. There are over five hundred photos on the website 

which I won’t try to beat; just go there. Great work Rick. As always thank you to those who have 

sat and written reports and articles. In the last magazine Gary Waite wrote an article about the 

run to the wheat silos. This has been snapped up by Triumph World. I expect that Tony’s article 

on how to pack a TR will follow. Thanks also to the Copeland family for their excellent article. 

Keep those articles coming. 

                                                                                  Regards, Terry (& Jenny). 

Anyone seen my car?? 

  TRs are fitted with a fly off handbrake. Just give it a nudge and it flies off. Park the car and you 

turn around and it flies off, not just the handbrake but the whole car. This can be a worry. Parking 

in gear is mandatory but fortunately there’s an aftermarket handbrake auxiliary part. There were 

quite a few in use at Cradle Mountain.  A Moss part? 

Photos: Terry Hicks 



Treasurer’s Report   

CONCOURS and AFTER TOUR 

So our Concours and after tour was amazing. A big thank you to 
John, Pauline & David for all their hard work. 

 

For those that are not sure what goes into the making of a fantastic 
Concours, here are a few facts and fictions. 

 

Friday night we had 110 people attend, Saturday night 124 people, Sunday lunch 101 
people and we think we had 53 TRs at the Concours display. 

16 reams of copy paper 

5 ink cartridges 

16,528 phone calls and 33,289 emails 

Not to mention the staples, paper cuts and new swear words discovered. 

77 people on the full after tour with others dropping in and out along the way. 

On our journeys in Tasmania, we drank approx. 5208 cups of coffee/tea   and  868 litres 
of milk 

We used 1736 rolls of toilet paper 

We travelled approx.64,000km as group or 1280km each, although some have travelled a 
lot more… you know who you are… and you used 8000 litres of fuel or 160 litres each. 

Some of us have been on cruises and some on trains not sure about any planes. 

And Finally, you drank over 11 litres of soft drink but I can’t believe how much grog you 
have drunk.   Oh, my… we are all a bunch of …. Nope not going there…Well,  anyway, 
2434 bottles of wine and 4868 bottles/cans of beer were consumed. I know I was up early 
each day counting all the empties. 

But I will not mention all our breakdowns, it is still too soon and depressing. The important 
thing to remember is we are all safe. 

Well done … it's official. You have all enjoyed yourselves and survived another Concours. 

P.s. Thanks to Ian & Merry from Broken Hill for purchasing a copy of my novel ‘Intruder’ at 
Hellyer Gorge,  I can now write off our trip as a Tax Deduction. 

See you all next year in South Australia and have a safe trip home. 

 

At the end of this final wrap up, it was brought to my attention that I missed a few key 
facts/fictions… approx. 30,028 photos were clicked and we poured probably $320,000 
into Tasmanian economy. 

Great effort by all… scary thought… so let’s not think about it,  remember to enjoy 
yourself, have fun, meet new and old friends and stay happy TR’ing. 

Leonie Johnson 



It's not the Cost but the way we are treated 

During the most wonderful TR after tours imaginable my dear car 
(Byron) was scrubbing the front Handkooks, so searching the net and 
a ring around Hobart the only place that had the 165 profile was 
Beaurepairs. Arriving at the dealership at 7.30am the principal was 
there playing on his Computer and suggested I could wait in the car 
until the fitters arrived at 8, had their coffee and could start the job at 
around 8.30. From a safety aspect rather than replacing the front only 
I would do the 4 as we had a long way to go and there was precious 
cargo aboard.  
 

The fitter was one of the best and took his time so while waiting I was sitting in reception doing 
some Real estate calls which obviously were over heard. As the job wasn't finished prior to 10am, 
I was given a lift back to the Hotel to be in time for the cruise. On arriving back at the dealership 
late in the afternoon the car wasn't finished as the wheel alignment still hadn't been done. On 
settling up the account I  mentioned that the job seemed expensive even after taking in transport 
costs, especially as there was an extra charge for the balancing. This is the part that broke me 
up. Assuming I was a wealthy Real estate Agent after over hearing my conversations he 
commented with words to the effect that my profession have charged him exorbitant fees when 
selling and as he wouldn't see me again, SO WHAT!  

I couldn't believe his attitude as the manager of the business. It wasn't about the money. Our 
safety is far more important. His attitude, customer wise left a lot to be desired. I was really taken 
aback. Soooo in life its all about our attitude to others and how we would like to be treated 
ourselves. I wasn't quick enough as I had Dale Carnegie’s book on How to Win friends and 
influence people in the boot and should have given it to him on the spot. Maybe I should send 
him a copy. Interestingly enough the account came close to $600 and there wasn't any 
itemisation for the tyres. 

Gail and I just loved the Concourse and the After tour, meeting you all, wining and dining and 
experiencing the beauty of Tasmania. It was one of the best Australian and any car club has 
possibly ever experienced. This event was up there with the worlds best.  
Thank you so much David, John, Pauline, John, Leonie and all the others that made it happen. 
Well done.   Gail and Warren Evans 

On the way home our mascot Mr B wanted to have a look at his favourite surfing 

spots, Bells Beach.  

Here he is clinging onto the hood before being blown away. 



 

Packing a TR 

 
A.P.Xerri 

 
 
 
 

 
Packing a TR requires years of experience, skill, precision and hints from veteran TR packers, so 
that packing achieves the objectives of both travellers, minimises stress and makes for a pleasant 
driving companion reducing tension between the occupants. 
 
The most experienced packer I have ever had the pleasure to meet is no doubt Rhonda Slender 
having owned their TR since new. 
I, on the other hand have only owned our TR for 20 years, and during the packing process when 
getting ready for a TR trip, whether a weekend or a few weeks am surprised Lesley and I are still 
married. 
One issue that has not been discussed in any of the publications and which I have had trouble 
finding is the Gross Carrying Weight of the TR. From what I can determine and this from a forum in 
England is that it’s about 190-195Kgs. Take off say average of 150 kg for the 2 passengers leaves 
about 40-45 kg for luggage, spares and whatever else. 
Insurance anyone? 
 

Let’s Continue. 
Top of the list of must have’s, is a short wife, partner or significant other (or Rhonda Slender) which 
significantly helps in the packing process. Short legs allow more storage in the passenger foot well. 
However, if you do not have this short person then this will reduce the available space and some 
choices needs to be made as to what the most important spare part should be considered of more 
value. This will be up to the individual occupants! 
In the foot well, a box (assuming a short person) can be constructed to house various parts which 
may be needed on our journey, this box also acts as a foot rest for the passenger.  
Bear in mind that on average we are driving 60 years plus motor cars and things can and will fail 
and packing essential spare parts is of high priority. 
This box can store a Starter Motor and or Generator, in fact a midget would allow you to take both. 
Plus, various electrical items such as relay switches, solenoids, and globes. Fuses (only 2) have a 
special place in the fuse box so there is no need to allow for these. These items would weigh 5-10 
Kgs. However, if you have recently restored a TR, and are one of those folks that have more relays 
then a modern car then some relays may be of value. 
 
Another convenient spot to store various parts is in the spare wheel compartment. Not only will the 
spare wheel, jack and knock on hammer be housed, there is capacity within the wheel itself to store 
say a clutch plate (Bob Fast had one), slave cylinder, spare brake pads, shoes and front wheel 
bearings, the odd bolts, nuts and cable ties. This is totally up to you. 
The engine compartment also has a convenient place to store vital fluids needed for the aging TR.  
The Battery Box. It can hold a small quantity of coolant and engine oil in those sports water bottles 
that fit nicely between the battery and battery box wall, plus some rags. You may wish to consider 
some brake fluid? This of course is dependent on the size of your battery, think of the small high 
torque types, Noel Schmitt would have troubles!!! 
 
Glove boxes should be devoted to your partner, to house maps, skin care products, sun screen, lip 
stick, scarves, gloves, brush, sunglasses etc. The passenger side door pockets should also be the 
sole domain of the passenger and it up to her/his discretion as to what it can be used for. 
However, the driver’s door pockets are for the driver. Cigarettes, lighters, chewing gum, small 
screwdrivers, points, condenser and possibly a coil and leads. 



The actual packing of the clothing should be carried out by each individual occupant. If packing is 
done by the partner expect to have clothing that will never be used.  
If a male then the need for clothing is minimal and allows your partner some additional flexibility in 
taking more unwanted dresses, and shoes. 
The area devoted to clothing is the boot and behind the seats. 
Behind the seats is always a problem as in many cases the sidescreens are carried there as the 
buggers don’t always fit in the boot as initially intended. 
 
This can be easily remedied if a boot rack is purchased. I personally would consider such an 
upgrade, but am reluctant as this would grow into a storage facility for one two or even three suit 
cases. The suit cases would of course have to be period, brown and preferably in leather. None of 
this plastic soft sided jobs as they cannot be tied down with any security to the load, plus the shirts 
and jocks would be creased. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These suit cases would blur your vision and require you to purchase exterior mirrors to be able to 
avoid traffic whilst over taking or changing lanes especially when negotiating lane changes in any 
capital city. 

On our recent trip to Tasmania I thought it useful to determine how much weight we had taken. 
The clothing bags, we have soft sided “carpet Bags” which neatly fits into the boot, side by side- His 
and HERS. They weighed approximately 40 Kgs. Toiletry bags fit neatly on either side with some 
car cleaning products and a tool bag just under the lip of the boot curve. The roof is folded (do not 
crease the plastic window), placed on top of the bags with a towel on top to avoid scratches. 
Triumph did make a purpose-built case to fit in the boot with the correct shape. I have no experience 
with this optional extra, so you may need to consult Chris Copeland. The issue of the sidescreens 
again becomes a problem. 
 
Behind the seats go shoes, electronic chargers and power cords, loose coats, jumpers, poncho, 
umbrella and hanging clothes - normally dresses, good pair of pants, shirts and the all-important 
coolie bag for the odd bottle of drink and munchies. 
One important factor that must be considered prior to any trip is whether the side screens are to be 



mounted onto the doors or stored behind the seats. If not mounted then the space is limited and 
some compromises are needed. 
These items would weigh in at about another 10Kgs. 
The passenger would also have under her/his knees, camera, bag and other stuff. 
A further consideration to packing a TR is to determine the weather, as this will have a bearing on 
what type of clothes are required due to the weather. Look up any suitable weather App. We use 
Elders. 
Or don’t look it up and bring everything, just in case which seems to be the norm anyway. 
Space should be allowed for any purchases made during the trip. Bottles of wine are always a 
good choice as they can normally be shoved into some corner with a bit of force. 

These purchases are normally done early in the trip during the euphoria of holidaying in a TR, and 
are required to pack and unpacked for the balance of the trip. On average twice a day, and some 
times more if you have purchased more 
treasures. 

The recent TT in Tasmania proved that axles 
can break! So where can a spare axle be 
stored? 
Boot? Filled with clothes. Under the seats? 
Won’t fit. Behind the seats? Possibly. 
Solution- Drill a hole in the sills and slide the 
axle in, in case it is required. The other benefit 
is it strengthens the body to cater for the 
excess weight our poor 60 odd year-old car is 
carrying. 
Insurance anyone? 

 

This is just a broad synopsis of packing a TR, 
integrate matters like filling shoes with socks 
or jocks, spread unusual items like shoes behind 
the seats stacked are all things we learn owning 
a TR. 

 

Having written this article, I now appreciate 
broken axles, clutches slipping, etc. These cars 
go through hell during these TT’s, testing there 
60-year-old suspension through the hills of 
Tasmania is a testament of these littles cars 
tenacity and “ I know I can, I know I can”. 
People lighten the load! 

 

On your next trip, place a stick-on dot to every 
piece of item taken, when used take the dot off. If 
a dot remains on the item at the end of the trip, 
DON’T bring it next time. Alternatively choose 
what you wish to take and then put two thirds 
away. 

Over and out.  

Photos: Terry Hicks 



Maintaining the inTegRity of your fingers   (Chris Olsen) 

OR 

Getting it up in a TR   (Lesley Xerri) 

  Many years ago I had a new top fitted to the TR. The trimmer said, 

“Leave it on for a month to settle. It’s so tight you could drop a penny 

on it and it would bounce to the moon”. Since then I have rarely fitted 

the top, largely because it’s a bit like wandering around in a Ned Kelly 

helmet that’s hard to fit with much straining of fingers and the risk of 

cracking a windscreen. 

 However, on the trip to Tassie it rained a lot between the sunshine so 

tops went on and off, often with some difficulty. Others were straining too so I checked my 

workshop manual to no avail and then sat down and thought about it. If you have no troubles with 

your top, or you have a permanent hard top, you need to read no further so off you go. If you are 

troubled read on, it may help. 

  Firstly the top must be a reasonable fit and in good order. If you are proud of an original top that 

has lived in the boot since 1956; beware! Secondly you need an assistant for at least Part 2. The 

job description is “Capable, co-operative and preferably attractive”. 

  Part 1. Collapse hood irons. Lay top over irons. Proceed to one side of windscreen and 

install last two Tenax fasteners. Self (or assistant) then proceeds to other side of windscreen and 

pulls the top across to locate the two other end Tenax fasteners. Do not install one at a time 

across from one side to the other as you will lose the ability to stretch the material. Now clip 

remaining intermediate fasteners. John Pike has ascertained that the Asiatic reproduction studs 

can be undersize so check carefully that they are engaged or they will release in Domino fashion. 

  Now proceed to the rear of the car. Locate corner Lift-a-dot. As before, self (or assistant) will 

stretch the top across and locate other far corner Lift-a-dot. Locate remaining Lift-a-dots. Part 1 

completed. 

  Part 2. This is where the assistant is essential. When seated in the car place the hood 

irons in position except for the lower bar which is attached to the body and lies horizontal to the 

rear. Both people now place open palm under the end of the bar and in a synchronised 

movement push steadily upward and over to over centre where it will lock in place. Mission 

accomplished. Hopefully the top is still in one piece. If not dispose of remains and/or proceed to a 

motor trimmer. 

  P.S. There is also what is referred to as “The Minnesota Method”. In Minnesota and other 

cold places wise TR owners install their top early November and remove it about April. Some 

stalwarts however wander about till finally their car starts to fill with snow. The top has shrunk and 

the bearskin gloves are clumsy. To make life a bit easier the rear bow is detached from the strap 

so that it will collapse forward offering a little more free play. Once the top is installed (?) the rear 

bow is then slipped back into position. I did this for a while but there is a problem. I need the top 

on occasions as protection from the heat of the sun on long drives. On hot days the top expands 

and at about 60 mph the back bow slips forward and the back window collapses. I did design a 

temporary bar to hold it in place but decided to refasten the rear bow. 

  There you go. Mission accomplished. Thank you Chris and Lesley for  your suggested  titles.   

  Terry Hicks. 



                        Who do I sue???? 

Mark Stuckey 

 

Nothing, not one thing, went awry, with the little rough nut, until we got home …... 

An idea to stop hood stick cover flapping at 

100km/hr 

I had a length of 25mm rope sewn into the cover flap. This can then be tucked 

under the bow before the frame. It is fully stowed and the cover attached. No 

flapping at speed.                                                                         Peter Clarke 



VICTORIAN REPORT 

PAST EVENTS 

Tueday 3
rd
 October Bi ïmonthly meeting. Ten members attended 

the meeting with three apologies being received. The discussion of 
course centred on all things TR. It is noted that the Geelong Sprints 
will be on the 24

th
 to 26

th
 November. A club run is not planned. 

It was decided to change the Xmas Breakfast BBQ back to the 
Studley Park Boat Shed area. A free breakfast BBQ will be provided. 

Tassy Concour and After Tour 19
th
 Oct to 3rd Nov. What can I 

say? It was absolutely fabulous! Of the 15 Concour that I have attended it is the best ever! Firstly 
a big, big thank you to David, John, Pauline, John and Leonie and the Tassy helpers for the 
extraordinary detail in the planning of the Concour and After Tour. It started with the detail 
brochures and maps to get to The Spirit of Tasmania and the dinner at the Beach Hotel and 
includes the Concour Booklet and After Tour Booklet providing all the information at our 
fingertips. The idea of not travelling in convoy but providing detail maps and different routes was 
fabulous. You kept meeting up with different cars and people all through the trip. 

The Friday night Welcome Reception was fabulous. The venue and the casual style meal, the 
ample quantity of food and the generous seating gave the event a great feel. The weather, 
almost balmy, added to the whole event.  Fabulous. Well done Tassy Team  

The Concour venue was picture perfect. The backdrop of the Tamar River and Cataract Gorge, 
the green lawns and sunny clear skies with 47 side screens and other historic vehicles made for 
a magical setting. A special thanks to Jean for looking after the weather on the day and for the 
whole trip, it was just perfect. 

The Concour Dinner was another well planned event. The pre-allocation of seating was a great 
idea as was the supply of red boa scarfs for those that may not have had enough red in their 
attire. Thanks Margaret. And yes the 60’s and 70’s DJ music was also a big hit. 

Sunday was another fine and sunny day. A run out to the historic Woolmers Estate for coffee and 
cake was great with some great photos of the cars on the green lawns. Next it was on to Joseph 
Chromy Wines for lunch and a culinary experience we will not forget. What a setting and what a 
lunch. Absolutely fabulous! There were some great photos of the cars in a concave sloping lawn 
around the café. 

Monday saw us leave beautiful Launceston and do a series of one night stays at St. Helens, 
Bicheno and Port Arthur. The Touring notes provided us with great variety of things to do and see 
on the way. The highlights include Scotsdale and the tree size rhododendrons in full bloom, 
Binalong Bay and the Bay of Fires, Freycinet National Park and Wineglass Bay and Port Arthur 
Convict Settlement, 

Thursday had us leaving Port Arthur and heading to Hobart via Richmond. On Friday we did the 
Peppermint Bay Cruise with a wonderful gourmet lunch at the Woodbridge Hotel, another 
culinary experience not to be missed. 

Saturday had us display the cars on Parliament House lawns together with about the same 
number of Lancia’s. A wonderful sight and the best free parking available immediately adjacent to 
Salamanca Market. Well done Tassy organisers! We had a great stroll around the market and the 
wharf area, fitting in a few meals at the fish restaurants. A trip on the red bus gave us a better 
insight into Hobart and allowed us to visit the Botanical Gardens. 

We left Hobart on Sunday for the longest drive of the trip, 300km to Strahan. The long winding 
road went through some marvellous country with lakes, button grass plains, tall timber and 
wonderful mountain views. Stunning! The wood carvings at The Wall are not to be missed. 

Strahan is a beautiful, picturesque, quaint town with the port basically in the main street. On 
Monday we boarded the Lady Franklin II for the Gordon River Cruise. Pristine wilderness and 
beautiful! 

Next it was on to Cradle Mountain, again pristine wilderness. We walked the Dove Lake circuit, 



the Chalet circuit and Ronny’s to Snake Hill, 
about 9km all up. We saw plenty of wombats, 
an echidna and some amazing vegetation. 
Late in the afternoon we went to Devils @ 
Cradle for a guided tour and feeding of the 
Devils and Spotted and Eastern Quoll. The 
guide was very informative and obviously 
very committed to these animals. It was well 
worth the effort. 

Thursday had us leave Cradle Mountain and 
head to Smithton via Burnie. Again there was 
some wonderful scenery and plenty of places to stop and explore. A final dinner at Smithton and 
then the next morning off to Devonport, via Stanley, for some more exploring before boarding the 
ship to return home. 

There were some mishaps along the way like broken axles, wheels falling off, loose frontends 
and the odd dent or two but overall our old cars performed extremely well. The vast majority of 
cars had no trouble at all. Great preparation? 

Thanks again to all the Tassy organisers, it was ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS. 

FUTURE EVENTS 

Sun 19
th
 November ï Run to the Alfred Nichols Gardens. 

Meet 10am at the car park Stamford Hotel for a 10.15 departure. Wander through the gardens 
before lunch at the Café or BYO picnic lunch. Number for Café lunch to Gary by 17

th
 Nov please. 

Sun 3
rd
 Dec. Xmas Breakfast. – Studley Park near Boat House. Free BBQ egg and bacon rolls. 

Meet at venue for an 8.30 start. Numbers attending to Gary by 1
st
 December please. NOTE 

CHANGE OF VENUE 

 

Tuesday 5
th
 December Bi-monthly meeting cancelled due to proximity to Xmas breakfast. 

Next years events will be on the web site in the next few weeks. 

Happy TRing Gary Waite                                Photos: Gary and Robyn Waite 

Triumphs on the drive at 

Woolmers 

Josef Chromy Vineyard 
On the track to the spray tunnel 

in Zeehan in the deep south west 



Concours at Launceston 
The 2017 National Meeting and Concours was held at Launceston, 
Tasmania's second largest city, between Friday 20

th
 and Sunday 22

nd
 

October. It was the 40
th
 such event and the first time it had been held 

on the island. 
On behalf of the Organising Committee I would like to thank all of 
those 101 members, partners and children who came by sea with their 
cars or by air to participate. We were also pleased to welcome Frank 
and Ann Cleary from the NZ TR Register once again to our event. The 
support from the Tasmanian membership is also acknowledged with a 
91% registration. 
The Launceston weekend was an undoubted success as evidenced by feedback from members 
and due to the planning lead time, the organisation, the venues , activities and participation of 
over 120 people and not least the weather with temperatures around the 20 C mark each day. 
 
 Welcome Function 
This set the scene for the weekend to follow. After checking in at the Hotel Grand Chancellor and 
Registration it was soon time for a short walk to City Park and to Victorias on the Park situated at 
the rear of the Albert Hall and over looking the park. On the way people would have passed the 
monkey enclosure housing the Macaques however they are shut in at 4.30 pm and were not to 
be seen. Each year in February the park hosts Festivale which is a large celebration of 
Tasmania's best in food and drink. We did briefly consider the park as a concours venue but 
could only use the pathways and had to keep off the grass so it was not an option.   
It was a mild evening and soon members were catching up and some resuming conversations 
from 12 months ago. For others it was meeting up  with members not met before. All a while 
excellent pizzas and fish and chips in flutes were being consumed washed down with a favourite 
tipple. 
During the evening there was a Presidential welcome and some spruiking for the raffle followed 
by a Tasmanian welcome and some words on MND research to which the raffle proceeds are to 
be directed. 
 
Concours and Display 
After an overnight low of 4 C the temperature rose to to a sunny 21 C. The journey to Royal Park 
was less than a mile. Situated on the banks at the head of the Tamar River the back ground 
views include the Gorge, Cataract Bridge, Penny Royal complex and Trevallyn. The park was in 
good condition having recently had an underground watering system installed  and being top 
dressed. Behind the park runs a tiered concrete flood levee. It is ideal for photography hence the 
decision to have the cars facing the levee with the aforementioned features in the background. 
On the day we had 51 entrants with 53 cars. In the line up were, 
TR 2        x      9              Swallow Doretti        x       2 
TR 3        x      9              Peerless GT   
TR3A       x    27             Sullivan TR Special 
TR3B       x      2    
Other member cars  included TR4A, TR5,  Lotus Europa,  MX-5. 
We also invited members of the Triumph Owners Tasmania to come and view our Sidescreens 
and display their cars which evoked a good response. Among their cars were a Herald saloon, 
Spitfires, Stag, TR5, TR6, TR7 V8s, and TR8.  In addition were displayed a Fiat Spyder, E-Type 
Jaguar, Lotus Elite, MGB GT V8 and a new Mustang. 
So on the day there was close to 60 Triumphs and Derivatives on the park, easily the largest 
gathering of the marque in Tasmania ever. 
A big Thank You to the judging panel and the parking marshals for their work and to Winston 
Quaile for photographing the cars as they left.      
It really was a glorious day for the Concours with very little wind and a reasonable tide. There 
were some great photos taken on the day. 
I managed to talk to a few people with interests in TRs , one being Geoff Coffin a former member 
in Sydney now residing here who is currently having some work done on a TR3A. I also met a 
neighbour from down the road whom I had never met before. He had owned a TR6 years ago. I 

Tasmanian report 



happened to be talking to him and he pointed out a 3A and said that there was a yellow one goes 
past his place often and sometimes a green one too. I said to him “ I guess that you live on 
Devon Hills Road” and he replied in the affirmative. Then he told me about a maroon coupe that 
goes past too but he didn't know what it was and neither did his neighbour so I filled him in on the 
Peerless. 
  
Presentation Dinner 
Conveniently this was held at the Hotel Grand Chancellor. Code Red was the theme which 
everyone wore in varying degrees.  We are indebted to Jude Maslin, Margaret Baker and Pauline 
Kay for the work they did in decorating the tables and some walls. Each of the tables had a place 
name with a little fact sheet while the place mats were place maps in fact. Each table was made 
up of a couple from each state with table lists helping everyone to get seated without delay. In all 
we had 122 people attending the dinner. We tried as much as possible to have a menu with a 
Tasmanian flair. 
Again Gavin excelled in his role as emcee and kept things rolling and under control. Rick's 
presentation of the years events and remembering absent friends was well received. 
The trophy presentations attracted the usual interest and excitement. Congratulations to Noel 
and Cindy Schmidt on their win in the Originality Class. We are also indebted to Noel for his 
design work on the 2017 logos. 
Congratulations to the other class winners and to all the place getters and thank you to those 
entrants who help to create the competition. Mention should be made of Keith Brown as the 
inaugural winner of the Murn-Mitchell trophy for Excellence in Presentation with his TR3A. 
It was good to see the Tasmanians in the trophy mix with Chris Wisbey taking out 3

rd
 place in the 

Originality Class and Best TR2. The Restoration Award went to Winston Quaile for his trailered 
TR3A which I hope will be driven to Ballarat in 2019. Stephen Rochester took home the 
Competition Award and Harry Firth Trophy for Rusty's Targa efforts. 
The Club Persons of the Year Award to John and Pauline Kay was a very deserved 
acknowledgement of their efforts in bringing this National Meeting and the Triumph Tasmania 
Tour to fruition having shouldered a lot of the organisational work over the last year. 
Life Membership awards to Bruce Hoskins and Tony Knowlson were a fitting reward for their 
services over many years. 
The Raffle had about 10 prizes and only 7 winners as there were 3 people who won 2 prizes 
each. The proceeds from the raffle are to be donated to the MND Research Institute of Australia. 
With dining done it was time for the dance music which DJ Dan provide till late. With dancing 
done then it was only a short walk to fall into bed. 
 
Sunday Activities 
Following the National General Meeting it was off to Longford and the Woolmers Estate. Many 
took the opportunity to pull up at the Country Club Hotel to look at the TR2 Special looking 
forlornly out of the hotel window at the sidescreens that are getting a regular run these days. 
The Woolmers Estate is Australias finest example of a pioneer farm of the early 1800s. The 
property passed through 6 generations of the Archer family all named Thomas Archer. The 
National Rose Garden is located on site and we walked through there on the way to the new 
reception centre for morning tea. There is a Festival of Roses next weekend when all the blooms 
are out. 
From Woolmers we travelled across to Evandale and then on to Relbia to Josef Chromy Wines 
for lunch. It was another sunny day and we were able to park our cars on the grassed 
amphitheatre in front of the restaurant . Another enjoyable meal with many trying the local wines. 
That concluded the 2017 National Meeting and Concours with some of the FIFO visitors heading 
off for the airport and many of the others starting to prepare for the start of the Triumph Tasmania 
Tour the following day. 
 
The Triumph Tasmania Tour 
The tour numbers were about three times the size of the three previous Tassie Tours. The 
numbers were sufficient to enable us to qualify for an Events Tasmania Touring Grant which has 
helped to underwrite our 2017 Concours so thank you to those who have participated. 
As I didn't do the tour I am sure that there will plenty of other reports coming. However I did 
spend 3 days at Wrest Point while the tourers were staying there. 



 
Peppermint Bay Cruise 
The Peppermint Bay ferry picked us up from the Casino wharf on the Friday 27

th
 October for a 

trip down the Derwent River to Peppermint Bay for lunch. It was a great day to be on the river 
and a change not to be driving for most. On arrival at Peppermint Bay we were met by Lance 
Hadaway who had driven up from Dover in his recently restored TR3A. With Lance catching up 
with the visitors it meant that 100% of the Tasmanian members had had some interaction with 
our visitors. 
 
Display at Parliament House 
On Saturday 28

th
 October we mounted a display of the touring Sidescreens on the Parliamentary 

Lawns which are adjacent to the Salamanca Market. I think that we had about 40 cars on the 
park. To make things more interesting we were joined by the Club Motori Italia with about 20 cars 
of various marques and also another 20 cars from the Lancia Car Club which had done a tour of 
Western Tasmania following their national meeting at Castlemaine VIC. They had some 
interesting cars rarely seen on the island particularly interesting were some Lambda models from 
the 1920s. There was plenty of interest in the TRs, we met some previous owners and also a 
current TR3A owner with whom we talked to about joining. While parked on the lawns many 
members took the opportunity to visit the market, take a bus tour or a trip on the ferry up the river 
to MONA. 
Among the cars was the TR2 of Chris Wisbey. While most of us had left the Casino just before 8 
am to drive to the park Chris felt that his effort deserved another trophy. He left home at 4.45 am 
from Richmond to drive the TR2 through rain with only the aero screens for protection to get to 
work. He managed to leave the studio and bring the TR2 down to the lawns around 8 am but 
then had a mad dash  back. 
 
Our Cars 
 
Another Sidescreen has left the state with the sale of Peter Baker's TR3A to Ian McLeish of 
Queensland. Ian and Sue took delivery before the Concours and participated in the after tour. 
 
 
DAVID PEARCE 

John Kaye sneaking out to polish his car at midnight– Wrest Point. (Photo: Pauline Kay) 



From the Copeland family 

This is Katie, 
I absolutely loved Tassie, I was the best concours i have been to, we did so much. 
My favourite things we did were when we went to the wrest point casino for tea because there was 
a chocolate fountain there, I also liked the concours dinner because I got to hand out the red  
feathery scarves.   it was so funny when I did the mike Tyson tattoo on John and Dads face with 
henna, and I loved all the fun we had with all the TR members and everyone that was there and 
how nice everyone was.  I can’t wait for the Adelaide concours! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is Charlie,  
I really enjoyed the talking over the walkie  
talkies, I like talking to Ian  it was really fun  
I like saying over and out, ten four big buddy  
We went to The Wall. It was 100 meters  
long it told a story . The man carved it all  
by hem self; he carved most of it while he  
was on a ladder. 
We had dinner on the boat with a lot of  
members in the TR group on the way home 
 and I tried a oyster it was slimy but nice.  
I had a great trip with the tr members.  
Thanks! 
 



Coming events 
Victoria 
19th Nov – Run to the Alfred Nichols Gardens 
Sun 3rd Dec. Xmas Breakfast. – Studley Park near Boat House.  
NSWy 

Dec 3 12 noon – Christmas Party 17 Hume Rd Lapstone   
              Cars and coffee St Ives Showground – 0800 till about 1130 
Dec 6—Pie in the Sky morning tea 
Queensland 
Nov 26 –Christmas lunch Cleveland Grand View Hotel 
ACT 
Nov 25—Christmas Party 
 

Hi Terry  
Trust you had a great time in Tassie 
The photo is of the 4 Triumphs that ran in the Historics in Tassie last Oct 
Details of each car were in the last issue of the Sidescreen Tas report 
the photo arrived too late  The Queenslander running a TR5 is a very brave 
man given their value 
Lance Hadaway



tǊŜǎƛŘŜƴǘΥ            Russell Holliday όYŜǊǊƛŜύмт IǳƳŜ wŘ [ŀǇǎǘƻƴŜ b{² нтто  Ƴ лпмонтоуно   
                          ǘǊоŀϪƭƛǾŜΦŎƻƳ      

±ƛŎŜ tǊŜǎƛŘŜƴǘΥ    John Johnson   th .ƻȄ ото hŀƪƭŜƛƎƘ ±ƛŎΦ омссΦ  Ƙόлоύ  фрло урфр   
                          Ƴƻō лпмф ууллтр     WƻƘƴψ[ŜƻƴƛŜϪƻǳǘƭƻƻƪΦŎƻƳ 

{ŜŎǊŜǘŀǊȅΥ            Mark Stuckey с /ƻǊŀƭ {ǘ .ŀƭƎƻǿƭŀƘ tƘ όлнύфпллнрлн   
                           ƳŀǊƪǎǘǳŎƪŜȅŀǳϪȅŀƘƻƻΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ  

¢ǊŜŀǎǳǊŜǊ:           Leonie Johnson  th .ƻȄ ото hŀƪƭŜƛƎƘ ±ƛŎΦ омссΦ  Ƙόлоύ  фрло урфр   
                          Ƴƻō лпмф ууллтр     WƻƘƴψ[ŜƻƴƛŜϪƻǳǘƭƻƻƪΦŎƻƳ 
9ŘƛǘƻǊΥ                 Terry Hicks (WŜƴƴȅύ млр aȅŀƭƭ {ǘ hŀǘƭŜȅ b{² ннно    Ƙόлнύфрултмул 
                          ŜŘƛǘƻǊϪǘǊ-ǊŜƎƛǎǘŜǊΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ 
²ŜōƳŀǎǘŜǊΥ    Rick Fletcher (Wƻŀƴ) ум {ǘǊŀǘƘƳƻǊŜ /ǊŜǎŎŜƴǘ YŀƭŀǊǳ b{² нррл  
                          лн спфп мфоу ǊƛŎƪϪǘǊ-ǊŜƎƛǎǘŜǊΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ 
bŜǿ tŀǊǘǎΥ           Bruce Hoskins ό±ƛŎƪƛύ уо aƻǿōǊŀȅ wŘΣ ²ƛƭƭƻǳƎƘōȅ b{² нлсу  
                           Ƙόлнύ ффру уптф 

нƴŘ IŀƴŘ tŀǊǘǎΥ    Mal Munro th .ƻȄ нумт /ŀǊƭƛƴƎŦƻǊŘ b{² нмму Ƴƻō лпмс лом срп    
                           ƳŀƭŎǎтлтϪƎƳŀƛƭΦŎƻƳ  

aŜƳōŜǊǎƘƛǇΥ        Tony Knowlson  όWŜƴƴȅύ  ¢w wŜƎƛǎǘŜǊ !ǳǎǘǊŀƭƛŀ th .ƻȄ прт  
                          aƻǳƴǘ aŀǊǘƘŀ      офоп ±L/  ƪƴƻǿƭǎƻƴϪƻǇǘǳǎƴŜǘΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ  tƘ лплу-лфлороΦ                                    
IƛǎǘƻǊƛŀƴ ŀƴŘ      John Pike ό9ƭƛȊŀōŜǘƘύму YŀƴƛƳōƭŀ {ǘ aŜŘƭƻǿ .ŀǘƘ b{² нтул  
b{² IƛǎǘƻǊƛŎ tƭŀǘŜǎwŜƎƛǎǘǊŀǊ    Ƙόлнύ птуу млпс  ǘƻŀŘƘŀƭƭϪǇƴŎΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ 
wŜƎŀƭƛŀΥ                Chris Olson мно CƭŜƳƛƴƎ 5ǊƛǾŜ [ŀŶƴƎ ²ŀǘŜǊǎ b{² нтфр  
                             Ƙ όлнύ соомртрт Ƴƻō лпло рму ннл ŎƘǊƛǎŀƴŘƳŜǊǊŀƴϪƻǇǘǳǎƴŜǘΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ    
/ƻƳƳƛǧŜŜΥ            Ian Cuss ό ¢ǊŀŎŜȅύ рн YƻƻƪŀōǳǊǊŀ ²ŀȅ !ƭōǳǊȅ b{²  нспл 
                           aƻō лплу оуу омс ŎǳǎǎōǳǎϪŎƻōǊŀƳΦƴŜǘΦŀǳ 
                          John McCormack  όŀǎ ōŜƭƻǿύ 
                           Rob Bradford όWǳŘȅύ нс [ŀƎƻƻƴ wŘ CƛƴƎŀƭ IŜŀŘ нпут 
 
{¢!¢9 /h-hw5Lb!¢hw{ 
!/¢Υ              Peter Mc Ewan όDŀȅƭŜύ ол .Ǌŀƴǎƻƴ {ǘ 5ǳƴƭƻǇ !/¢ нсмр  Ƙόлнύснрфсптф 
                     ƳŀŎǎŘǳƴƭƻǇϪȅŀƘƻƻΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ  Ƴƻōлпмф ффу ррс  
b{²Υ ϧ /ƻƳƳƛǧŜŜ  John McCormack ό{ǳŜύ мрIŜƴǊȅ {ǘ [ŜƛŎƘƘŀǊŘǘ b{² нлпл     
                        aƻōΥ лпмо омн моп  ƘǳƻƴψнпϪōƛƎǇƻƴŘΦŎƻƳ 

v[5Υ             Peter Clarke ό{ǳŜύ  фп Yƻƻƭŀƴ /Ǌǎ {ƘŀƛƭŜǊ tŀǊƪ vƭŘΦ     лтоулсомру 
                      ǎǳǎŀŎƭŀǊƪŜϪƎƳŀƛƭΦŎƻƳ  
{!Υ                  David Stephens тт aŀǊƛƻƴ {ǘ ¦ƴƭŜȅ {! рлсм I лу унтн псрн        
                      aƻō лппуммрпсу 
¢!{Υ                David Pearce όWŜŀƴύ ро 5ŜǾƻƴ Iƛƭƭǎ wƻŀŘΣ 5ŜǾƻƴ IƛƭƭǎΦ ¢!{ толл  
                      Ƙόлоύ софу носп ŘƴƧǇŜŀǊŎŜϪǿŜǎǘƴŜǘΦŎƻƳΦŀǳ 
±L/Υ               Gary Waite  όwƻōȅƴύнл /ƻǳǝŜǎ wƻŀŘ  th .ƻȄ ммп tŀƴǘƻƴ Iƛƭƭ ±ƛŎ отрф  
                      tƘ ло фтмф тпмт aƻō лпмф ост отл     9Ƴŀƛƭ ƎƘǿŀƛǘŜϪƛƛƴŜǘΦƴŜǘΦŀǳ  

²Φ!Φ                 Chris Keay tΦhΦ .ƻȄ нмфн aŀƭŀƎŀ ²! сфпп  I лу-фопнсрмс   
                       aƻō лпмт-фррфнп    ƪŜŀȅǎŘŀƛǊȅǎǳǇǇƭƛŜǎϪƘƻǘƳŀƛƭΦŎƻƳ 

 
Web Site: www.tr-register.com.au 

 
 

[LC9 a9a.9w{ hC ¢I9 ¢w w9DL{¢9w !¦{¢w![L!Υ  
!ƭƭŀƴ .ŀǊŜΣ DǊŀƘŀƳ .ǊƻƘŀƴΣ wƛŎƪ CƭŜǘŎƘŜǊΣ wǳǎǎŜƭƭ IƻƭƭƛŘŀȅΣ Σ.ǊǳŎŜ IƻǎƪƛƴǎΣ  
¢ƻƴȅ YƴƻǿƭǎƻƴΣ !ƭŀƴ aƛǘŎƘŜƭƭΣ aŀƭ aǳƴǊƻ   WƻƘƴ aǳǊƴΣ   5ŀǾƛŘ tŜŀǊŎŜΣ 
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Concours Information 
Friday 19th to Sunday 21st October 

Accommodation venues chosen for the 2018 Adelaide Concours are: 

Sage Hotel 208 South Terrace Adelaide and the Chifley Hotel 226 South Terrace Adelaide. The 

phone number for both the Sage and Chifley is 08 8223 2800. The Hotels are 2 minutes walking distance 

apart and 10 minutes’ walk to the free tram into the city CBD for shopping, Food venues etc. 

· Free off street parking has been provided at each Hotel Room rates secured for each Hotel,  

Sage Standard Twin $145 per night, Executives Twin $170 per night. Full Buffet Breakfast $15 extra per day 
per person, if required.  

Chifley Hotel Standard Twin $130per night, King Room $145 per night. Breakfast Continental Buffet $10 per 
person per day if required. Free Wi-Fi for all guests. 

· Bookings will be held open at these rates up to 30/6/18, after this date, surplus rooms will be at public 

rates and not secured. Each attendee is required to make their own booking and payment directly to the 
Hotels. To receive 

the above rates the Attendee is to Quote “TR Register Australia”. 

Concours Agenda 
Friday 19th October 

· Arrival and check in at each Hotel  Registration, Welcome Drink and Finger Food at the Astor Hotel 

Saturday 20th October 

· Concours Display and Judging 

· Presentation Dinner, Sage Hotel in the Orchid Room, from 6pm to 11pm. A three course Dinner 

with two choices of food for each course, at a cost of $75 per head. Proposed entertainment, a 

four piece band, playing Jazz and blues. 

· Theme for the Dinner, come dressed as your favourite мфрлΩs to мфслΩs Television personality. 

Sunday 21st October 

· General meeting, to be held at the Sage Hotel from 9.30am to 10.30am 

· Sunday lunch run, departing from the Hotels at 11am Sharp. Venue will be a Pike & Joyce 

Wines, 730 Mawson Road, Lenswood SA 5240 in the Adelaide Hills. Approximately 1 hrs drive 

through the Hills. 2 Courses $65.00 p/person, cash bar. 

· Evening Dinner—By own arrangements. Plenty of great eating places in nearby Gouger Street 

via free Tram. 

Concours After Tour Information 

Monday 22nd to Wednesday 24thOctober 

Monday 22nd October—Run to the Fleurieu Peninsula 

Note: Accommodation for the Monday night is at the Sage or Chifley Motels. People intending to participate in the after 

Concours tour must book the extra night at the Sage or Chifley Motels when making their initial Concours bookings. 

Depart City Motels for a run to the Fleurieu Peninsula for morning tea (pay as you go). Approx. 1 ½ hours. After morning 

tea Depart for a run to Goolwa (approx. 1hr ) for Lunch at a Café (pay as you go). After lunch (mid, afternoon) return to 

Adelaide city Motels. 

Tuesday 23rd October—Run to Riverland and Barossa Valley 

Check out of City Motels for a run to the National Car Museum at Birdwood. Cost is $15 p/car, which allows for a tour of 

the Museum and exclusive use of the picnic grounds. A picnic lunch at the Museum grounds will be organised (cost 

TBA). Depart Birdwood mid-afternoon for accommodation check in at the Barossa Weintal Hotel complex in the Barossa 

Valley town of Tanunda. 

Weintal Motel 235 Murray Street Tanunda (Ph. 08 8563 2303) 

Standard room $159 (breakfast not included) Spa room $179 (breakfast not included) 

Wednesday 24th October—River Murray run. 

Run from Tanunda to the river Murray town of Mannum (approx. 1.5 hrs from Tanunda). At Mannum, board the PS Marion 

(10am) for an all Day cruise along the Murray. Lunch to be served on board the PS. (Full costs TBA depending on 

number of participants). If the PS Marion is not available or inadequate numbers, then a car run to several river Murray 

towns, with lunch at a PUB will be organised. 

Return in the late afternoon (4pm) for the run back to Tanunda. A farewell dinner or drinks can be organised at the Tanunda 

Hotel on Wednesday night for those interested. (TBA) 


